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Pop Latinidad: 
Puerto Ricans in the
Latin Explosion, 1999
Licia Fiol-Matta

Para Lynn

Marc Anthony: Reprinted, by permission, from Marc Anthony Productions.
Ricky Martin: Reprinted, by permission, from Columbia Records.
Jennifer Lopez: Reprinted, by permission, from Epic Records.

ABSTRACT

The article compares the media
personas and musical performances of
two Puerto Rican pop megastars, the
Nuyorican Marc Anthony and the
island-born Ricky Martin. I argue that
both artists actively perform a Latinidad
that is consumer-oriented, in which
Puerto Ricanness, or better put, their
performance of Puerto Ricanness, is
fundamental. I relate the artists’
commercial success to the general
appeal to clichéd visions of local, exotic
flavor, in Martin’s case, and a weak
“Puerto Rican-American” hyphen in
Marc Anthony’s. I also consider the
impact of marketing categories on the
music itself. Drawing on previous work
by scholars in Puerto Rican/Latino
Studies, I attempt to make a
contribution toward a critique of
“consumer ethnicities” and “mapping
latinidad” in the U.S. I examine the
media coverage during 1999 by drawing
on articles in the mass media and on
various TV specials aired during 1999
and early 2000. 1 also provide a brief
analysis of the crossover CDs that were
at the heart of this pop phenomenon.
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The top three artists of the so-called Latin Invasion of 1999, later dubbed the “Latin
Explosion,”1 were Puerto Rican: Ricky Martin, Marc Anthony, and Jennifer Lopez.
Significantly, most of the media attention surrounding the “Latin Pop” phenomenon
during 1999 focused on Anthony and Martin. Obviously, Lopez was already an
internationally known movie star, and required little to no marketing in the music
world of today. Martin and Anthony had a more limited profile. Music, at least
initially, was not Lopez’s vehicle for global success. Barring forays into soap operas for
Martin and bit roles in movies for Anthony, they were first and foremost music stars. 

All three released their English-language CDs during the summer of 1999; and
their first singles were released as dual versions, one English, one Spanish—Martin’s
“Livin’ la vida loca”; Anthony’s “I need to know,” Spanish version “Ven d melo (I need
to know)”; Lopez’s “Waiting for tonight,” Spanish version “Una noche m s”. At this
point, Lopez had not recorded any Spanish-language CDs, indeed any CDs: On the 6
was her debut album, so it was not, strictly speaking, a musical crossover from
Spanish stardom to English pop, as it was for the two male stars. 

On the 6 was different from the titles chosen for Martin and Anthony, which were
self-titles, Ricky Martin and Marc Anthony. Lopez’s title is an allusion to the number 6
train that runs to Manhattan from her native Bronx, indicating diasporality (a
multiethnic, multiracial environment created by successive migrations is claimed as a
home). More than the authentic Latina, Lopez appeared on the world stage as
translocal. For Martin, the gesture was somewhat cyclical: his first album, a Spanish
pop-rock production, was also called Ricky Martin (1991). Although it’s too early to
say whether Martin will record full-length albums in Spanish again, this gesture felt
as if he had closed the door on an earlier stage, moving into a completely different
scenario (true to a certain extent only). In Anthony’s case, he was heralded as an
explosive newcomer to the English-language pop scene, even though, in fact, he was
not new to it (setting aside, for the moment, the perception that Spanish-language
CDs are not part of U.S. pop work). For both Martin and Anthony, the CDs
functioned as inaugural gestures in their sojourn into “true” pop music. 

Marketing Lopez slightly differently from Martin and Anthony probably had
something to do with the nature of her movie roles, from Selena (1996) through Out
of sight (1998) and other subsequent films, where her appeal was coded as
multiethnic, not easily traceable to any one ethnic group. In fact, Lopez’s success,
aside from not being “hampered” by a Spanish accent, like her Mexican
counterpart, Salma Hayek (although for male stars this seems to be less of an
impediment: witness Antonio Banderas), was due to the fact that she could play
“anybody,” even white girls. 

Although Lopez also spoke of her “roots” in the Bronx and of her strong allegiance
to her Puerto Rican family, Marc Anthony and Ricky Martin appealed much more
forcibly to the idea of the “Latin” and to “Latin sound” as being authentic. Lopez spoke
of an immediate family environment that nurtured her; Anthony and Martin spoke of a
nation. Lopez alluded to musical fusions that she felt needed to include Latino and
Puerto Rican music, among many others; Anthony and Martin, as we will see, resorted to
performances and packaging with a strong cultural nationalist appeal. The way the male
stars penetrated the global music market in 1999 certainly was in most part due to their
posing as the representatives of the new latinidad. For Lopez, being Latina was an added
plus because she was marketed along with the other “hot” Latin stars in 1999, but did not
represent the totality of her marketing strategy. For Martin and Anthony it was virtually
their raison d  tre as music stars. 

[ 28 ]
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For the reasons outlined above, I will concentrate, for the remainder of this
article, on the two male pop stars of the Latin Invasion, as being exemplary of the
Puerto Rican presence in the Latin explosion as a musical event. Of course, I do not
mean to downplay Lopez’s importance, and we will return to her in the closing
section of the article.

I will focus on a selection of U.S. American texts of 1999, drawn from print media like
Time and Newsweek2; on visual media (primetime TV specials and transcripts of shows
which featured a discussion of the “Latin explosion” as it evolved during 1999); and on
recorded music, specifically the CDs released by Martin and Anthony in the summer of
1999, Ricky Martin and Marc Anthony. My intention is to show that, first, there was
nothing spontaneous about the emergence of this Latin explosion; it was a carefully
planned and executed marketing process heavily dependent on Martin and Anthony’s
images as Latinos or, better put, as new Latinos. Second, I remark on how prominent,
yet unnoticed the markers of Puerto Ricanness were in the initial marketing phase of
these two artists, and how they were taken from dominant cultural nationalist scripts,
particularly two: language distinctions and language purity, and territorial
representations of national belonging. While the music was globalized, making it
translocal and transnational, market appeal remained wedded to traditional national
identity categories, despite the invocation of a unifying “latinidad.”

Difference and Identity
Sticking closely to a tried and true script in the recording industry, which dictates that
artists need to be marketed according to identities3, Martin’s and Anthony’s initial
publicity campaigns revolved very specifically around their Latino identities, and
rehearsed familiar tropes of ethnicity, such as territorial origins, childhood memories,
returning home, the relationship between two divergent cultures, and bilingualism and
biculturalism. Globalization theory helps us understand why two figures with arguably
very little in common turned to similar strategies, albeit with modifications to adjust to
their divergent linguistic and ethnic experiences. 

Keith Negus observes in Producing pop that the music industry develops “global
personalities which can be communicated across multiple media; through recordings,
videos, films, television, magazines, books, and via advertising, product endorsement
and sponsorship over a range of consumer merchandise…the music business is one
integral component of an increasingly global network of inter-connected leisure and
entertainment industries.”4 This was exactly the case with Martin and Anthony as
they were launched in 1999: their “personalities” were created, and adjusted as
necessary in early 2000. As exciting as it was to see two Puerto Rican artists climb to
the top of the charts and garner the media attention that they did, it remains
imperative to distinguish carefully between a market-driven, globalized “Latino
identity” prepackaged and sold for mass consumption, and local Latino identities in
the lived and historically complex sense. These two artists in particular contributed
directly to the creation of “pop latinidad” in 1999.

The Newsweek cover story of the July 12, 1999 special issue, Latino USA, plainly
stated, “Hispanics are hip, hot and making history. By 2005, Latinos will be the
largest U.S. minority; they’re already shaping pop culture and presidential politics.
The Latin wave will change the way the country looks—and how it looks at itself.”
However, instead of active cultural work toward democratizing citizenship, 1999
appealed to numbers—profit numbers, that is—that qualified Latinos to enter that
universal world where differences circulate much more freely than in any social
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space, the market. Both Martin and Anthony played a role in this turn toward a
generic Latino culture, in the corporate, entertainment-driven, and globalized sense. 

Viewers may have adored Desi Arnaz playing Ricky Ricardo in I love Lucy!, as he sang
“Babal ”; Charo playing her Spanish guitar while swinging her hair wildly; Carlos
Santana’s cool rock fusion hits; and so on with other Latino music stars in U.S. history,
but in each of these cases the wholesale “Latin identity” was not the selling product.
Elements of latinidad marked each of these musicians as exotified others, as “different” in
the U.S. context (more so in some cases than others, but true to a degree in all). What
was significant about 1999 was that Anthony and Martin supposedly represented Latino
success in the global market. 

Powerful Latinos in the U.S. corporate world jumped into the bandwagon of
identity, contributing their opinions and touting a chic bilingualism. (One imagines
that the conversations in the boardroom might have not been that bilingual.) For
example, Christy Haubegger, the founding president and publisher of Latina
magazine, was quoted as saying: “The civil-rights slogan was ‘We shall overcome.’
Ours is going to be ‘We shall overwhelm.’”5 In an article full of her bilingual turns of
phrase, “The Legacy of Generation Ñ,” she wrote: “It’s Manifest Destino.”6 On the
mainstreaming of Latina magazine, Haubegger made the following comment:
“Latinas are no longer a niche to market to…. They are the American consumer, and
in many ways, more so.”7 In each of these phrases, Haubegger apparently posited the
power of consumerism to continue overturning the wrongs of segregation and
imperialism. But she also claimed to believe that “America has now agreed to meet us
in the middle. Just as we become more American, America is simultaneously
becoming more Latino”—a debatable proposition.8 Not only is America’s readiness
for bilingualism (and for accepting Spanish-speakers and bilinguals) highly
contentious, the nature of this more “attractive” bilingualism also has to be
unraveled. Also, the identification Haubegger proposes with U.S. American global
power is problematic.

Naturally, the aggressive recourse to bilingualism presented the Puerto Rican
artists with some problems, especially Anthony and Martin, who used Spanish in
their crossover CDs and who had recording careers in Spanish, which had been
targeted primarily to Latin America and not to U.S. Latinos. Part of the stars’ claim
to this new latinidad is based on bilingualism, and also having two markets to rule
over with their artistic productions. When they spoke for the media during 1999,
the artists treaded gingerly around how exactly they should pitch themselves to an
American, monolingual and white audience as being bilingual and ethnic, without
unsettling the essential tenets of American citizenship—tenets which, first,
consistently reject other linguistic and cultural subjects, resisting any vision of
“America” as bilingual or multilingual, and, second, refuse to see the national
subject as raced anything other than white. (They also had their other fans to keep
in the back of their mind, the Latin American consumers, an issue I will touch
upon below.)

Two critical issues in United States history, the right to preserve cultural identity,
and bilingualism and language rights, are inescapable whenever bilingualism is
mentioned.9 In the case of Puerto Ricans, language battles are nothing short of
explosive. The solution? The vexed history of cultural rights and language practices
was recast as part of the selling value of the products, as indices of difference. The
print, visual, and electronic media called attention to the fact that Latinos were
bilingual, and claimed that Spanish was “in.” After a long struggle, they wrote, Latinos
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had achieved political and social power, the proof being their activity in the market.
On top of this questionable claim, the print and visual media claimed that this
consumerism would continue to help overturn the wrongs of racism and, implicitly,
colonialism and neocolonialism (although they never used these words).

In the Beginning
The bilingual and nationalist turns were not part of the public trajectory initially
imagined by the two stars. How did they come practically full circle to directly
engage the two?

Ricky Martin anglicized his name years ago, before he embarked on an English-
language career. Enrique Martín Morales, known to friends as “Kiki,” became Ricky
Martin when he joined Menudo in 1984. Once he left Menudo in 1989, Martin became a
Spanish-speaking rock star for the Spanish-speaking world, following a fairly predictable
trajectory from boy idol to conventional male pop star. In his case, anglicizing his name
was consonant with the general trend of his social class to culturally assimilate to the
U.S., and to appeal to whiteness by not sporting a Hispanic name. 

Marc Anthony, originally Marco Antonio Muñiz, dropped his surname professionally
and anglicized his given names. Here we have a related trajectory, but this time imbued
with U.S. American racism. According to his official website, Anthony changed his name
in order not to be confused with his namesake, the Mexican singer Marco Antonio
Muñiz. The question begs asking: Who would have confused them in the first place in
the English-speaking world? Name change or not, Anthony had little success with the
music he first tried to embody, house and rock. Eventually, Anthony crossed over into
Spanish-language pop (called salsa for shorthand, but it is more accurately described as
tropical music), and became a star in the Spanish-speaking world. 

A bio included in his website explains that the thought of singing in Spanish, salsa
specifically, came to Anthony in a kind of epiphany while he was driving his car—a
perfect image of an artist falling into sync with his “true” soul and improving his
musical career because he had come full circle to his “people.” Epiphany
notwithstanding, it’s probable that other factors were at play as well, that this was not
merely a spontaneous and heartfelt decision. As regards his claims of “not wanting to be
confused” with Marco Antonio Muñiz, his very first Spanish-language records seem to
take advantage of the confusion, styling Marc Anthony in a somewhat old-fashioned
vein as a “return” to the golden age of Latin American recorded pop music and to that
kind of masculinity. The use of his English-sounding name, in this context, was not
terribly distant from Ricky Martin’s, because his records, like Martin’s, were sold in
Latin America mostly. 

Anthony, at first interested in American city genres and performance spaces, went
to the other extreme, representing a romantic Latin American ideal that, needless to
say, did not have any resonance with English-speaking audiences. Through his
Spanish-language records Anthony inserted himself into a cultural identity that
probably did not correspond with the diaspora culture of his youth and early
adulthood. Anthony was probably closer culturally to his first forays into house and
rock; comments made by Anthony, to be discussed below, seem to verify this.

He has been very successful as a pop salsa star, a musical genre he does not “master” in
the traditional sense. While his Spanish-language albums made him a star, Anthony
cannot or will not perform soneos, extended improvisations where he directs the band, as
all great salsa singers do. His live performances are certainly proficient and his songs are
catchy, but any salsa lover knows that in live salsa, the crowd expects to hear practically a
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new version of the recorded songs.10 Switching to salsa was a conscious decision to align
with a market niche, and Anthony’s sound reflects this gesture. I’m not suggesting that
Anthony should not have recorded salsa and stuck to some other type of music more
“native” to him, but I do want to question this claim to authenticity, naturalness, and
spontaneity as opposed to music market realities having at the very least influenced, and
more likely determined, his first crossover into Spanish-language pop.

Similarly, 1999 brought Martin the pressing need to represent himself in terms of
cultural authenticity. His musical choices, the didactic stance he assumed to
continually explain his existence as a Latino music star, and the folklorization of
Puerto Rican music he adopted, all pointed toward this required representativity. In
One night only, a CBS special which premiered in November 26, 1999 (to be discussed
in the next section) Martin explained his trajectory this way: “I’ll be honest. My first
record was all about the ballads. Later on I started working with my culture, Latin
music. And it’s pretty amazing.”11

Martin’s Spanish-language records were primarily pop rock, although there was the
occasional nod to “Latin feel,” for example, in the original recording of “María”
(included in the album A medio vivir (1995). When, in November 1999, Martin says
that he did not embrace “his” music in the past, he is implying that genres such as
ballads and rock music are culturally inauthentic. This puts him in the strange
position of apologizing for certain recordings. For example, in One night only, to
introduce the slower songs of his 1999 Ricky Martin, Martin is shown on stage,
instructing the audience that sometimes “silence” is necessary (therefore, he implies,
sometimes it’s necessary to stop being Latino and party to percussion and horns).
Introspection and reflection apparently can only be found in a slow tempo and are
excluded from the crude definition of “Latin,” one that Martin privately may or may
not uphold, but exhibits in his public persona.12 Additionally, U.S. culture,
paradoxically enough, is cast as the savior of Martin’s “true” identity (the crossover
made him realize “who he was”).

Martin was much more used to modeling himself after American and British pop
rock stars, and 1999 demanded quite a shift in his public image.13 It’s also entirely
possible that Martin had wanted to try certain Latin genres in the past and this had
been discouraged in favor of the Latin American, cleaned up “pop rock” image. With
Martin, one is never quite sure as to what his actual desires and aspirations as a
musician may be, because he seems to be dictated by continual makeovers into the
image that sells to a particular audience. In this sense, his megahit “Livin’ la vida loca”
was a compromise between two markets, the Anglo and the Spanish-speaking. To
mainstream Anglos, this song may sound “Latin,” even though it isn’t, because of the
horn section, the three Spanish words, and its personality as the “party song from hell.”
To Latin Americans, it probably just sounds like Spanish-language pop rock, not at all
folkloric or regional.

As a Spanish-language star, Martin appeared as a kind of generic, white-skinned
good-looking boy from the upper-middle classes who happened to be Puerto Rican
and Latin American. To launch his English-language career in 1999, Martin appeared
primarily as the catch-all hot and sexy Latin male whose very reason for being was to
represent this identity and its sexuality. Ethnic difference was explicitly advanced as a
sexual hook for the audience, but how were ideas about “unruly” Latino males dealt
with for a racist American audience? 

As a Time spread entitled “America Goes mucho loco for Ricky” explained, in May
13, 1999, “‘His voice isn’t great. But he’s got the looks, he’s got the energy, and he’s got
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the backing. And he’s not too Latin.’ When the road to superstardom runs through
Utah, that always helps.”14 Naturally, the question is, What is “too Latin”? Is it skin
color? Unbridled sexuality? Is it the music? Why was Martin attractively different
from Anglos, but not to a threatening degree? What was it in his “cultural
authenticity” script that encoded dominant America’s fantasies about Latin exotic
others so successfully and profitably, but also colluded with the hierarchical and
racist treatment of Latino artists, and with the logic of segregation common to the
music industry? 

“Latin, but not too Latin,” is a telling, double proposition that acknowledged that
being Latino was a potential problem but claimed that in Martin’s case, happily, it
had been circumvented. It was as if Martin’s entrance to the U.S. stage was
dependent on a structure of disavowal, and that this disavowal was necessary in order
to create a sellable product. There was also a reassuring tone in the statements that
he was not really “musical.” American values (and its music) would remain untouched
because, after all, he really didn’t have any talent, just looks (a version of Latinos
being about the body and not the brains).

Admittedly, as a Nuyorican, Marc Anthony had to tread more difficult terrain.
Seeking, in 1999, the same goal as Martin—an English-language pop career—Anthony,
however, could not simply stage his difference as an exotic other from a beautiful
island of play and pleasure. Contrary to Martin, whose first language is Spanish and
who was born and grew up in Puerto Rico, Anthony’s first language is English and he
was born in New York City’s Barrio, a member of an historically denigrated
community, for decades derided as not being “Puerto Rican enough” or for having left
the Puerto Rican soil (despite the fact that the Puerto Rican government, as is known,
practically dumped thousands of Puerto Ricans in New York to fend as they could in
order to “improve” the economy in the island). Anthony would have more trouble
being the endless signifier that Martin became, despite the fact that both were Puerto
Rican. Martin had the luxury of being as assimilated as he wanted to be, while
Anthony also had a thornier issue to deal with: he was also an American, ethnic, but
still American. And he was perceived, justly or not, as having more musical talent than
Martin, thus making it harder to dismiss as having “only looks, not talent.”

Just as important, Anthony had to be careful not to damage the solid Spanish-
language recording career he had cultivated since 1993, if he appeared ever so
slightly to the Latino public as willing to “forget where he was from.” Having set up
his Spanish-language persona on strict language and genre bases, Anthony also
embraced a culturally authentic script and could not risk making his latinidad, and
his Puerto Ricanness more specifically, secondary to his claim as an American,
“born in the U.SA.” Instead of the structure of disavowal (Latin/not Latin), in 1999
Anthony resorted to a conservative dichotomy between English and Spanish, which
proved just as reassuring and nonthreatening. 

Anthony had to change his self-styling for the American public eye, adopting a kind
of grungy, chain smoking, street male who was nevertheless not really “bad,” as
opposed to the clean-cut Latino boy of his first three Spanish-language records.
However, it wasn’t the image-changeover that was truly most significant in Anthony’s
crossover in 1999. The linguistic conservatism that separated English and Spanish so
totally, and also made them standardized and generic, enabled the codification of his
“separate but equal” identities. This did not depart significantly from earlier decisions
made to launch him as a Spanish-language, tropical music star. As with Ricky Martin,
notions of cultural authenticity were also deployed, but this time they sutured the
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fissures, which Anthony’s standpoint as a diasporan made evident, of territorial
origins, language, and so forth.

In a way, Martin’s situation was easier in terms of marketing. As non-diasporan,
Spanish-speaking, and middle-class, Martin never had to worry about his
“authenticity” being questioned, no matter what language he sang in. Nevertheless, it
must be stressed that both artists benefited from corporate manipulations of culture,
which in 1999 turned latinidad into a performance for the mainstream American
consumer and that both had already shown a willingness to shape themselves for the
available markets, as pop performers must always do, to an extent. 

George Yúdice explains that the valorization of locality in globalization stems and
is inseparable from the generation of differences orchestrated by transnational
markets, and that these operations, often quite entertaining, and on occasion truly
high quality, require a high degree of performativity.15 Performativity in this case
meant turning to dominant scripts about Puerto Rican identity. This was obvious in
the case of Ricky Martin, as will be examined in the next section. However, Anthony
also aligned himself with “Puerto Ricanness” in his Spanish-language incarnation.

Ricky Martin: “Latinidad 101” 
Ricky Martin’s November 1999 TV special, aired on CBS and entitled Ricky Martin:
One night only, provides an example of how the Latin invasion conflated musical values,
tourism and its importance as a global industry, and as a cultural activity pursued now
through multiple venues (the Travel channel, the Internet, magazines and newspapers
of all stripes, actual physical travel for some sectors), and the creation of a
homogeneous, global market for a handful of megastars loudly proclaiming locality
and difference. The special was released as a video in December 1999. 

Between concert footage at New Jersey’s Liberty Park, with the Manhattan skyline
as backdrop, the broadcast presented Martin going back to Puerto Rico to explain
his “roots,” in a loosely lineal fashion and with his musical transformations as a
narrative thread. Instead of adhering to the device of the simply anecdotal, satisfying
the public’s illusion of access to intimacy by recounting his life-narrative, Martin
presented as the representative of the Puerto Rican “people.” The entire special
proceeded didactically, interpellating the TV viewer in terms of travel to Puerto Rico
and aiming to increase the viewer’s cultural literacy regarding Martin’s birthplace.
Unfortunately, the “return home” invoked crass cultural clichés.

Near the beginning of the broadcast, in a segment entitled “Ricky in Puerto Rico,”
Martin introduces the viewer to Old San Juan, describing it as a place “full of
nightclubs, restaurants, and lots of folklore.” The sequence is relatively simple; after
an aerial view of Old San Juan with the voiceover, Martin stands in a storefront,
walks among a crowd of people, and then stops to have a Puerto Rican piragua, a
snow cone drenched in flavored syrup that is very popular in Puerto Rico and in
Puerto Rican communities abroad. 

It is worthwhile to focus on the segment’s details. While at the storefront, Martin
picks up a vejigante16 mask. He recounts a “Puerto Rican Afro festival, in the small
town of Loíza, every year. It’s a typical mask.” The mask in question was a Ponce
carnival mask, but Martin identified it as a Loíza mask instead. (Ponce is in the
south of Puerto Rico, while Loíza lies in the north, just east of San Juan.) The two
are easily distinguished: a Ponce mask is made from papier-m ch , a Loíza mask is
made from coconut shell. They are also quite different in design and coloring. In
this special, however, the masks’ characteristics, and how they related to distinct
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traditions and communities, didn’t seem to matter. Only their status as signifiers of
a vague “Africanness” was important. The value of vagueness was underscored
further by the fact that Martin stood at a storefront in Old San Juan, clearly
targeting tourists. It was apparent that the producers were less interested in the
content of (Puerto Rican) particularities, and more in creating particularity’s effects
for sale to a primarily American, but also globalized market. As to Martin himself,
he seems to have had no idea what he was talking about.

To end the sequence, Martin holds his piragua in front of a piragua vendor’s cart,
and exclaims: “This is the most beautiful thing I have, Puerto Rico. I hope you like
it!” In a space of only a minute and a half, Martin mobilizes the travel narrative by
zeroing in on folklore and local color, symbolized respectively by an Afro-Puerto
Rican mask and the piragua. Throughout, he grins broadly, cementing the connection
between tourist activity and unlimited pleasure.

Later in the special, there is another segment during Martin’s stopover in Old San
Juan, where music enters specifically as a marker of authenticity: “Ricky Martin with
children of Puerto Rico.” Dressed in a jet-black T-shirt, signifying urbane chic and
sophistication, Martin narrates how he is “taking some time to return to the island” to
remember the essential nature of his music, folklore. To do this, he recycles the
commonplace dichotomy between city and country. Even though he still is in Old San
Juan, the scene is staged to feel more like the countryside, as in a colonial verandah.
He is surrounded by a small group of children, and holds a black child in his arms. At
times amused and at others, simply annoyed, this child suffers through Martin holding
his arms and making him dance and clap to the songs they sing. Children represent
purity, a pre-linguistic universe assumed to be whole. With this as a context, Martin
rehearses one of the figures of the Explosion, the need to return home in order to “tap
into” the unpolluted Latin source that makes the music possible. 

The voiceover frames the scene as Martin’s need to go back to Puerto Rico
periodically so he can “be affected in a positive way by that innocence. In Puerto Rico
I feel so cured. The little kid from Puerto Rico can teach you about the beauty of
simplicity.” The group first sings a Puerto Rican plena, “Temporal,” attributed to Rafael
Hernández, Puerto Rico’s most prolific and beloved composer of the twentieth
century. As with the vejigante mask used in Afro-Puerto Rican carnivals, Martin once
again aligns himself with an Afro-Puerto Rican cultural product. When the singing is
over, Martin delivers a didactic explanation on the Puerto Rican plena, which is an
Afro-Puerto Rican percussive music originally of the coastal towns.17

Martin remarks: “A very beautiful tradition, in the holidays especially. If you grew up
here you grew up listening to this music. They tell about hurricanes that we’re
attacked by all the time, and they tell about the beauty of the holidays at the same
time. It’s very romantic.” It’s not quite clear what Martin means by labeling folklore
romantic: “Temporal” is indeed about a hurricane that attacks the island, but it is
certainly not a romantic song. Also, Martin classifies the plena as holiday music, which
is strictly true only for a segment of the Puerto Rican population, namely the upper-
middle class. The statement also reflects the more general status of certain Puerto
Rican genres now consigned to the “folkloric,” which means they are resuscitated in
the holiday season to serve as somewhat superficial markers of a unifying nationality.18

There is an odd inconsistency between a previous moment of the TV special,
already noted, where Martin had made a division between romantic music and “my
music, Latin culture,” and his labeling folklore as “romantic” in this particular
sequence. TV specials like this one, and other TV presentations Martin has
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participated in (interviews by Barbara Walters, VH-1 programs like Behind the music,
to give a few examples), all give the impression of being superficial productions.
They are meant to evoke the glossy authenticity required of a Latino star and do
not convey any particularly profound connection to Puerto Rico or any of these
musical expressions as such, as they claim. The didactic positioning, the stated
desire to educate the viewer about Puerto Rico, and setting up Puerto Rico as
origin, give the impression of being selling points related to the Latin stamp within
the crossover phenomenon.

Folklore is a static, not lived, space; a catchall phrase which includes masks, plenas,
and piraguas, regardless of whether these are properly defined, irrelevant of their use
within Puerto Rican communities in a historical sense, and without any clear
connection to music except through the idealized thread of identity. Furthermore, in
One night only Martin has to travel for his reencounter; artifacts and music, it’s
implied, cannot travel to meet him, and can’t be found in any other places except the
island of Puerto Rico (something which is patently not true, of course). The cultural
essence that was so necessary to Martin’s initial publicity as Latino is contained in
the island of Puerto Rico—reassuringly outside the U.S. mainland. The viewers can
discover this essence just as easily as Martin has in the special, through TV. It’s clear
that Martin mobilizes key constructs belonging to the era of classic nationalism,
especially the national-popular, thus appealing to the category of “the people,” as
opposed to “the consumers,” to organize his media presence. 

“My Music”
Aside from Martin’s return to Puerto Rico, discussed above, One night only featured
Martin in a series of conversational segments where he explained his musical
trajectory. Martin credited his single “María” with being the first time he used
“aggressive” “African” rhythms in his music. Aside from his objectionable
characterization of African-derived music, a look into the past reveals that the original
“María” was not structured around percussive African-derived music at all. Instead,
“María” was based on a string arrangement of guitars, with some wind instruments,
and its tempo was much slower than the current version. “María” was styled as a slow
rumba flamenca; its appeal to exoticism was never coded as black, and in the video for
“María”, the love object is conspicuously white. 

In the album’s cover, a long-haired Martin is styled as a white pop-rock star,
wearing dark glasses, in a nappy suit, body thrown back in a chair and looking
casually to the side as in a “I can’t be bothered, but I’ll take the time to look at you
for a minute” attitude, clearly responding to the upper-class Latin American
imaginary—the opposite of his Vuelve (1998) and Ricky Martin (1999) covers, which
feature Martin looking straight at the camera in a gesture of availability, his hair now
short and brushed back. 

Despite a recent turn toward sexual ambiguity, Martin’s original marketing
strategies were based on a macho image of womanizer, one that did not feature a
cultural nationalist Puerto Rican identity. Martin was correct in saying that he had
worked mostly outside of the Afro-Latino tradition, but incorrect in characterizing
“María” as his first incursion into this tradition. In his interpretation, “María” is Latin
(therefore “African”) because it’s sung in Spanish and has some Spanish (as in Spain)
elements.

The later, percussive, dance mix of “María” appealed to Puerto Ricanness in
Martin’s somewhat irritating reliance on the Puerto Rican exclamation of “Wepa!”
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that is repeated throughout the single (retained in “María’s” protracted afterlife as a
“Spanglish radio edit” in the 1999 English-language CD). In the first recording of
“María,” a second quintessential Puerto Rican musical expression, “Le Lo Lai,”
appeared toward the track’s end, in a muted background vocal. The newer “María,” a
dance cut, a bilingual or “Spanglish” version as it is labeled, features the exaggerated
repetition of “Le Lo Lai.” The song is almost kitschy in its attempts to recreate
Puerto Rican orality. (When the song is performed now, for example in the 2000
Grammy Awards, it is constructed as a Brazilian-style drumming session and Martin
is surrounded on all sides by dancers, many of them black. It has indeed undergone
a transformation.)

When did Martin first employ Afro-Latin sounds? In the follow-up album to
“María”, Vuelve, just prior to Ricky Martin, Martin included songs with a more
recognizable tropical sound. Martin turns to “Latin sound” under the tutelage of
Emilio Estefan, Jr., and his producers, K.C. Porter and Robi “Draco” Rosa. Indeed,
Vuelve is the launching pad for Ricky Martin (1999). Ricky Martin went so far as to
declare that “The last album [Vuelve] did really good, to be quite honest—I want to
be humble about this—all over the world. One of the songs was No. 1 in 22 countries.
And it was in Spanish. So I didn’t have to go to English to make it.”19 It’s more
conceivable that English was the desired end-goal and that Vuelve was the first stage
in Martin’s makeover as a Latin sound-oriented pop star.

The most accomplished track in the tropical vein is “La bomba,” which alludes to a
genre of Afro-Puerto Rican music, the bomba. Like the plena, in dominant culture
bomba is treated as a folkloric remnant heard mostly during the Christmas holidays.
(This is not to deny the importance of bomba and plena, or its continued life in certain
communities, like Juan Flores outlines in From bomba to hip hop.)20 In the record,
while Martin sings the extended refrain (“Dando media vuelta, otra vuelta m s/En cada
esquina, nena dame m s”), background vocals provide a recognizable refrain from
traditional bomba: “ Bum bum! Bum bum! A la bim bum ba!”

Musically, however, the song is not a bomba. As with the newer version of “María,”
“La bomba” mixes Brazilian-style whistles and percussion with horns, adding this time
Cuban rhythms, along with a percussive piano and trumpet phrases. Clearly “La
bomba” was not meant to invoke a “Puerto Rican” but a pan-Latin sound. I’m not
trying to suggest that Martin subscribe to musical purity. I’m simply measuring his
folkloric claims (evident in specials like One night only) and his reference to tradition
as a “discovery” of authenticity (especially Afro-Puerto Rican music, like the plena)
against the way and the frequency he has actually recorded and performed so-called
Latin music.

More specifically, I query the way that Martin’s One night only special equated
Martin’s re-discovery of himself as Latino to his newfound identification with Afro
music. This is the text of the segment “Who am I?”

Who am I?
I am the drums.
I am the horns.
I am the percussion.
I am the music.

Each one of these statements was accompanied by populist images of music being
played and people dancing. This rich and complex performance and music tradition
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is unfortunately reduced to the status of touristic prop during the special, and figures
in Martin’s recorded music only on the condition that it guarantee a generic “Latino”
sound, an ineffable “essence.”

The guiding assumption is that American consumers (especially white people)
wish to hear “Latin” music but not too local or, the implication is, too Latin (just like
Martin himself must be Latin/not Latin). The appeal is to “Latin tinge,” featuring a
glossed over, commercial use of “Afro” musical elements (separating black music
from certain instruments such as guitars and violins, and assigning it horns and
percussion only). “Tinge” is enlisted to evoke a dance sound and to resonate with a
superficial, bourgeois sense of “local flavor” and cultural belonging. 

Indeed, the topic of “La bomba” is not the dance or musical genre, but literally a drink
that inebriates the woman until, as the song says, “Te vas quedando colgada, inofensiva,
pura enamorada. Mira, guapa, sale volando la ropa, sigue bailando, la luna, luna gatuna, esa es la
bomba” and so forth—a voyeuristic spectacle for the man in which the woman is vaguely
but not explicitly racialized, much like the temptress in “la vida loca.”21

Even though Martin said that his incursion into English was “about
communicating,”22 and implied that the selling value of English and Spanish was about
equal, things become complicated by Martin’s English-language crossover in ways that
were nonexistent in previous hits such as “La bomba,” and even the original recordings
of “María” and “La copa de la vida.” (The bilingual version of “The Cup of life” was the
theme for the 1998 World Soccer Cup and Martin’s choice to perform in the 1999
Grammy Awards, a performance that helped catapult him into stardom.) Special
challenges resulted from the double strategy of releasing the singles in two versions, one
in English, one in Spanish. The producers also decided to appeal very strongly to the
Spanish language, and to cultural artifacts related in the global imaginary to the Spanish-
speaking/Latino world in a fair number of the songs included in Martin’s 1999 CD.

The album Ricky Martin had to appeal to stereotypically “Latin” sounds, but it
could not be a “Latin” record as such. Again the print media came to the rescue,
offering banal interpretations and a reductionist (to say the least) view of
bilingualism. Just as they had pronounced Martin “Latin, but not too Latin,” and
explained that Latinos were ready to be Americans and consign their Latino cultures
to mostly lifestyle issues, the popular media characterized Martin’s CD as having a
“Latin soul” but still being “true” pop music.

In May 10, 1999, just days before Ricky Martin’s crossover album was released,
Time magazine wrote that “This is an unabashed pop record, but it’s saved by its
Latin soul. It’s charged with peppy horns and churning percussion and lyrics that
veer from English to Spanish and back again” (“Get Ready for Ricky”). The reviewer
is at pains to locate just exactly what this Latin soul is, or how it can be discerned; he
points to Martin’s hunger for stardom and his “sincerity” while performing. We are
supposed to believe that the Latin soul is to be found in bilingualism—“veering from
English to Spanish and back again.” We also expect to find percussion, possibly
Puerto Rican percussion given all the biographical information about Martin and his
nationalist affect, as a guarantee of “Latin soul.” 

According to Newsweek (“Lovin’ la vida loca,” May 31, 1999), “Before Ricky Martin
began his English-language album, his managers called for an anthem in Spanglish;
something Anglo audiences could rock to, with enough Spanish to gratify his core
Latino base…they came up with Livin’ la vida loca.” Apparently three words were
enough to gratify the Latino base and represent Spanish in the song. The Spanish
version is no more bilingual than the English, unless one word, “Livin’,” is enough to
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represent English. “Spanglish,” obviously, stands in here for a marketing strategy and
not for the code-switching language of millions of U.S. Latinos.

Musically speaking, the single “Livin’ la vida loca” hardly has any identifiable Latin
elements, except for the words la vida loca and a single, Arturo Sandoval-style
trumpet near the very end of the recording. The baseline and the guitar solo are
taken from surfer music; the drums are a steady rock beat. The trumpets from “La
bomba,” “María,” and “Cup of life” are back, but sounding more like swing style.
Perhaps the alluring temptress is meant to evoke latinidad, since she’s the one who
lives la vida loca, practices black magic with voodoo dolls, has a mocha colored skin,
and is into “a new addiction/for every day and night.” She is not named as “Latin,” in
contrast to Martin in the media, but embodies all the “vices“ of this “party world.” In
contrast, Martin, suddenly thrust upon the public as the Latino for the ages, doesn’t
have a “mocha-colored” skin, and presents as very wholesome, the innocent target of
women’s wiles.23

And then, there is language. “Veering from English to Spanish and back again”
crassly misrepresents the use of language in the album Ricky Martin. The sequence of
songs insures that the English versions of the hit songs come first, with the so-called
Spanglish versions of former hits “The cup of life” and “María” following, and ending
with the Spanish version of “Livin la vida loca.” The Anglo listeners could make use of
the Spanish tracks as they wished; they were ancillary to the CD, more like bonus cuts.
The only song in the body of the album proper that has any Spanish is the duet with
Madonna (“Cuidado/Be careful,”) and it is Madonna, not Martin, who sings in Spanish,
although the reason is not quite clear. The effect is a bit paternalistic. The other song
produced with a “Spanish” flavor is entitled “Spanish eyes,” a catchy dance tune with
Latin Jazz influence, where the allusion is ultimately to Spain and flamenco (Baila baila
baila / Mira c mo baila), even though the speaker met his love interest in Brazil while
doing the tango. Since he doesn’t know her name, he settles on the convenient
“Spanish eyes” to identify her (“I never knew her real name/So I called her Spanish
eyes”), peppering his song with the occasional “ Ol !” 

Of course the song abounds in stereotypes; these can be read as kitschy and fun,
not necessarily as offensive. The point in this discussion is to question, among other
things, the album’s claim to bilingualism, the ethics of labeling songs as “Spanglish,”
and the purportedly “equal” stature of Spanish (and by extension of Latinos,
following the media logic) in the CD itself. 

Ricky Martin’s trip “back home” in One night only, his “rebirth” as heir to the Afro-
Latino musical tradition, is at the same time an endless disavowal of identity. An
analysis of his hits and CDs suggests that musical issues have little to do in his
trajectory, that, instead, his development used music as a vehicle toward a successful
image in the United States. His main talent, indeed, is his performativity. He will make
himself over in the image that sells, first as a product in itself, and second as a way to
sell other products such as Pepsi, Puerto Rico as travel destination, and Ford economy
cars. Marc Anthony’s case is far more complex, as explored in the next section.

Marc Anthony: Nothing Lost in the Translation, or No Translation? 
As we saw, in 1999 Martin was simultaneously Latin and not Latin, according to the
structure of disavowal that accommodates multiple and also shifting desires.
Differently from this, Marc Anthony, in order to become an English-language pop star,
displaced his Latino identity and the meaning of Latin music to when he sang in
Spanish. While not identical to the Latin/not Latin oscillation in Martin, it turns out
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to be another version of, on the one hand, exotifying latinidad when needed, and on
the other, playing up Americanness, also when needed. Anthony’s cultural identity as
Latino was the reason that he was inaugurated into the pop market as a legitimate star
in the first place; he had something “different” than what the market had offered
before. But, ironically, Marc Anthony qualified for pop music stardom only if he
actively diminished his culture’s stamp on his English-language music.

Marc Anthony’s remarks on this subject are exemplary. Interestingly, in 1999, he
often came across as being truly exasperated by the question of the Latin invasion or
“crossover.” Sometimes he presented as resentful at being constructed as a “Latin” to
begin with. Consider the many mixed messages in his various declarations of 1999:

This crossover thing really displaces me. Like I’m coming in and invading
America with my music. I was born and raised in New York, man. (“Generation
Ñ,” Newsweek, July 12, 1999, p. 52) 

Anthony…says he never set out to become a Latin star. His first album, “When the
Night Is Over,” was in English. “I was born and raised in New York. English is my first
language, I just worked backward.” (“La Explosion Pop Latino,” Rolling Stone, 1999)

“I don’t know what they’re talking about with this Latino crossover thing. I
could see it if I were doing a salsa album in English. But you know what? We’re
not doing Latin music on our English stuff. Latin-tinged, yes.” (“Latin Music
Pops,” Time, May 24, 1999) 

I’m bicultural. I’m Puerto Rican, proud to say I’m Puerto Rican. And I’m proud to
say I’m American. (ABC 20/20, “Latin Beat,” September 7, 1999)

Of course, being born and raised in New York doesn’t guarantee true cultural
citizenship, as so many Puerto Ricans know; English is the first language of many
Latinos, but they continue to be excluded from full citizenship; a salsa album in
English may or may not reflect a Latino sensibility; and biculturalism falsely resolves
issues of racism and inequity, which are rife in the music industry.

Anthony was justified in feeling that he was being labeled a crossover, when in
fact he claimed American culture as his own. Nevertheless, he also embraced the
crossover marketing and willingly appeared in the print and visual media alongside
other entertainers who were being marketed as crossovers. For example, Anthony
played second fiddle to Martin in a composite of “Latin Stars” created for the 2000
Grammy Awards, all male, which included non-crossovers (José Feliciano and Carlos
Santana), failed crossovers (Rubén Blades), movie crossovers with medium success
(Andy García), and culminated with Anthony as a prelude to the crossover of
crossovers, Ricky Martin.

He also followed the predominant marketing strategy of releasing hits in two languages,
including Spanish-language songs at the end of the Marc Anthony CD, and being
presented as commercially viable “both ways” but with a clear and hierarchical separation
between the two. Anthony has operated with a division between his Spanish-language and
English-language identities, faithfully following the logic of marketing.

In the live HBO broadcast on February 12, 2000, Anthony intelligently appealed
to “both” his sides, implying, through performance, that these languages and
identities coexisted peacefully and equally within the American cultural landscape,
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and projecting this performative coexistence as a global model. During the special,
Anthony didn’t insist on hybridity, fusion, or experimentation. He did not dislodge
Puerto Rican identity from its dominant philological base. Rather, he constructed
himself (unwittingly or not) as two things at once: Puerto Rican/Latino when he
sings in Spanish, mostly tropical music (which he refers to as salsa), and American
when he switches languages to do true “pop” music. The implication is that, in a U.S.
context, salsa is not pop music or “American,” but “ethnic.” In a Spanish-speaking
context, salsa is the quintessential Latin pop music, and not seen as part of U.S.
culture. Both propositions are fundamentally untrue. 

This dual positioning resembles an explanation put forth by former president of
Telemundo Nely Galán: “For our parents, being Latino was a negative in this
country… for us it’s a plus. We get to be 100 percent American when we want to be,
but we can switch and say, ‘I’m not even American today; I’m totally Latin. I’m going
to a Latin club, I’m listening to Latin music, I’m speaking in Spanish’” (“Generation
Ñ,” Newsweek, July 12, 1999, p. 52.) (Galán was fired shortly afterward!) Whether
indirectly articulated in an HBO concert by a megastar, stated by a corporate
executive, or mouthed by a college student in class (as has happened to this writer),
these statements suggest that the subject-positions of American and ethnic occupy
equal stature socially. They are also suggesting that “Latino” and “American” are
primarily lifestyles; states of being with a corresponding affect; and mostly a matter
of choice and performance. The implicit assumption of musical and perhaps social
segregation is also problematic.

One of the highlights of the HBO special was a rendition of “Preciosa,” a famous
song about Puerto Rican sovereignty written by Rafael Hernández, the songwriter
and musician who was an immigrant to New York. During the performance, Marc
Anthony wrapped himself in a Puerto Rican flag and sang the culminating verse
without any changes: “No importa el tirano te trate con negra sic  maldad /Preciosa ser s
sin banderas, ni lauros, ni glorias/Preciosa, preciosa, te llaman los hijos de la libertad,” drawing
frenzied approval from the crowd. 

The song thematizes the Puerto Rican flag’s prohibition because of colonialism.
The “tyrant” named in the song is the imperial and racist United States.
Hernández was a diasporan and when he first wrote this song, he was protesting
the American occupation of the island. Literally, this stanza states that the island
will be “beautiful” even if it doesn’t have a flag, contrasting (in this viewer’s eye)
with Marc Anthony’s hyperbolic use of the flag as he performed the song. There is
an irony in the disjuncture between the song’s absent and persecuted flag, the
song’s plaintive call to never allow the flag to become merely a symbol, and Marc
Anthony’s use of the flag to celebrate pan-latinidad and U.S. Americanness as
mostly commercial ventures.

Already a year before Anthony’s HBO special, he had cultivated the “flag lovefest”
in his concerts. Marc Anthony, in a 1998 live concert in New York, unfurled a gigantic
Puerto Rican flag as he was singing “Preciosa,” more than a full year before his HBO
special. “Preciosa” was recorded in conjunction with the 1998 video/CD/TV special
Romance del cumbanchero, a tribute to Rafael Hernández produced by the Banco
Popular de Puerto Rico in 1998. Banco Popular has been releasing these multimedia
productions since the successful Un pueblo que canta in 1993, linking the very capitalist
financial institution with national symbology (primarily nationalist understandings of
music) and superficial feelings of puertorrique idad. One relevant trait of these
specials is that, before going on sale as videos, CDs, and now DVDs, they are
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broadcast simultaneously in Puerto Rico and the U.S. (in cities like New York and
Chicago), thus reaching out to U.S. Puerto Ricans (and more recently other Latinos)
as ideal consumers. Banco Popular buys an entire segment of broadcast time to
present the specials without commercial interruption. The special thus functions as
an extended music video/commercial for Banco Popular. 

Photos of the Puerto Rican Day Parade of 1999 (available in Marc Anthony’s
official website), which coincided of course with his debut as an English-language
singer, show Anthony waving Puerto Rican flags, wearing the flag as accessories,
wearing a t-shirt with the flag, etc., in his own float. The question becomes, did Marc
Anthony make use of the flag when he launched his successful Spanish-language
albums, marketed transnationally as a kind of standard, not especially Puerto Rican,
m sica tropical? The CD liner notes for “Otra nota,” “Todo a su tiempo,” and “Contra la
corriente,” for instance, make no mention of this nationalist desire to represent
Puerto Rico. When did it begin? To answer this question conclusively would require
locating videotape from performances prior to 1998, the date of Banco Popular’s
release of Romance del cumbanchero, and comparing the flag’s appearance to that seen
in concerts of the post-Latin explosion moment. 

It is clear from the Tour 2000 photos that this flag use was a rehearsed part of the
performance. The identical scene is repeated in a number of venues, and when photos
of crew members unpacking equipment for the concert often evidence a Puerto Rican
flag lying onstage, sometimes even on the floor. It’s impossible to comment further
without documentation of the pre-1998 live performances. If the HBO special is any
indication, though, and if Anthony’s participation in the Banco Popular specials
provides a clue, then we must conclude that he aligns himself with a neonationalist use
of the Puerto Rican flag tied to consumer culture and the selling of products.

In this neonationalist use, the flag promotes the consumption of an easy, apolitical
puertorrique idad vastly different from “Preciosa’s original impulse”. As is well known,
Hernández’s song was subject to censure from soon-to-be Governor Luis Muñoz
Marín. Details of the story remain unclear, but the word “tyrant” was changed to
“destiny” in the late 1940s, occluding the song’s anticolonial aspect and altering its
meaning.24 At present, however, singing destino instead of tirano is not necessary or
even desirable, because the song’s resistance qualities are intrinsic to its current
commercial appeal. In this context, Marc Anthony’s rendition of “Preciosa” is not
simply an affective moment, the triumphant acceptance, and coming full circle, of
the previously abjected “children” of Puerto Rico, its immigrants to New York. 

When Ricky Martin was a middle-class sanjuanero growing up in Río Piedras, Marc
Anthony grew up in the Barrio as a working-class Nuyorican. When they were
children, language did make a difference; it marked them philologically, one as a
national member, one as an outcast. Martin, it seems, did not imagine his nationality
much while growing up in Puerto Rico, judging by his own claim that certain elements
of supposedly authentic Puerto Ricanness were new to him, especially the “aggressive”
ones. Anthony, on the other hand, might have imagined his parent’s homeland in a
more active way. 

Anthony added a set of lyrics that reclaim his nationality from a diaspora
standpoint to “Preciosa”: “Porque ahora es que comprendo/que aunque pase lo que pase, yo
ser  puertorrique o/yo sere puertorrique o, porque lo llevo en la sangre/ por herencia de mis
padres/y con orgullo repito, yo te quiero, Puerto Rico/yo te quiero, Puerto Rico.” 

No doubt, his ending is emotionally charged. And yet, once he switches to English,
he claims he can become American, ostensibly leaving the diaspora behind, something
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that his career illustrates is simply not that easy. When he insists that his first language
is English; that his first record was cut on 47th St, that the first music he listened to was
not Latin music, that’s he’s English-speaking, and so forth, he dispenses much too
quickly with the problems of racism and musical segregation in the music industry, to
say the least. And that’s not even considering the problems of Latino representation
under these terms: the homogenizing of a diverse population, the substitution of
consumption for full cultural citizenship, the thorny issues of who gets to “represent”
the Latino in this scenario, etc.

I want to insist that I do not object to Marc Anthony’s feelings regarding the limits of
labeling and the fact that he has a right to be included in the American pop scene as a
musical equal. My critique is, once again, aimed at the disjuncture between discourse and
practice. Anthony is exasperated at being labeled crossover, but participates in all the
conglomerates that promote him under this guise. He reminds us, rightfully so, that many
Puerto Ricans speak English as a first or only language and that doesn’t make them less
Puerto Rican, but then his recording career obeys the conservative partitioning of the
market into Spanish-dominant Latin America (including Latin Americans in the United
States) and English-dominant United States (which rejects true forms of Spanglish, or cannot
read as Latino musical expressions unless they are folklorizing or present strictly as “ethnic”).

In his emotional ending to “Preciosa,” Anthony follows the formula that made Todo
a su tiempo (1996) and Contra la corriente (1997) a success: he turned the ending of
“Preciosa” into a Cuban son montuno. This doesn’t mean he isn’t sincere, or not
effective musically, but it points to the repetition of a formulaic style as a
performance of Latino affect, and occludes the fact that it enlists a Latin American-
centered view of Latino identity, not a U.S. Latino-centered view.25 This is quite
complicated terrain. I am certainly not trying to prescribe how Anthony should
record any of his songs. Nevertheless, the fact is that his salsa hits sound very similar
to each other, and while this formula was successful in his second and third albums, it
is becoming slightly wearisome in his fourth, the recent Libre (2001). 

The blood metaphor suggesting filial belonging to the island is also a troublesome
aspect of his ending to “Preciosa,” because it suggests that one is Puerto Rican to the
extent that one can assert a bloodline to the island of Puerto Rico.26 “Llevar en la
sangre” is a powerful metaphor for national belonging, but it is also very outdated,
especially now that so many Latinos in the United States are children of parents from
multiple origins, which include non- Latinos as well.

As with Ricky Martin’s appeal to “folklore,” this patriotism is static and produces
stale musical results. Nationalism is expressed as puertorrique idad, a saleable, watered-
down essence instead of a cause, a politics, or a position in the public sphere. As it is
currently articulated, it’s not a strong and clearly identifiable cultural position either.
The goal is consumerism and participation in financial concerns, but mainly under
corporate terms, not in the cultural-citizenship sense theorized, for example, by Nestor
García Canclini.27 Converging markets win out in this arrangement. The music industry
serves the wider entertainment conglomerate, which of course in turn is linked to vast
networks selling all manner of goods and participating in the global economy in ways
that most people consider distant from music as a spontaneous, heartfelt, or cultural
activity, but which are clearly related to the music industry.

Anthony’s performance as Puerto Rican is different from Martin’s. Yet, one thing
stands out as a common thread: both perform Puerto Ricanness. In One night only,
Martin was reborn as aut ctono, bearer of local flavor, Latino sensuality, and
ambassador to the world, the summary of his 1999 crossover year. That same year,
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Anthony, on the other hand, claimed and articulated Puerto Ricannness principally
in the segregated and subordinated position of Spanish-language music. Anthony
railed against the “crossover” phenomenon, choosing to ignore the fact that his initial
success was based on a crossover, into Spanish-language music. It’s no less of a
crossover because it’s framed as a return to his “roots,” as something he can claim
because of cultural and national authenticity. His plaintive tone in U.S. interviews doesn’t
confront the fact that, while he may feel very American and be an English speaker, he
cannot simply sidestep the racism of the American music industry, which does, in fact,
regard him as ethnic and crossover and will continue doing so for most Latino artists,
until its racist and exploitative assumptions are challenged and overturned.

Latin Tinge
Anthony often talked in terms of “Latin tinge” in 1999, and said specifically that his
English-language album was “tinged” with the Latin, but was not “Latin.” His remarks,
quoted in some detail at the beginning of the former section, are misleading. The
album’s structure certainly resembles a traditional crossover, the word that so
offended Anthony because it compromised his vision of his identity. In first place, we
have the obvious: some of the tracks he recorded include Latin musical elements, so
they are “tinged,” but at least one, “That’s OK,” is completely Latin Jazz. Second, as
with the Ricky Martin production, Marc Anthony included three songs in Spanish at
the end of the CD, after the main body of work in English. Although they are
secondary to the “meat,” as it were, of the album, they still occupy a considerable
presence, one that is puzzlingly referred to as “tinge.” And, although he says they are
not “doing any salsa on our English-language stuff,” the last track of the album, “Da la
vuelta” is a pop salsa of the kind Anthony has recorded so successfully. It’s not a salsa
song in English, true, but it’s there in the English-language album. His avowed
separation of languages and identities doesn’t exactly hold in this CD.

Early reviews of Marc Anthony’s crossover album were quite optimistic. Time
magazine wrote that Anthony, “a man who is one of the most thrilling vocalists in any
language,” would “now get the chance to share his talents with a larger audience”
(“Get Ready for Ricky,” Time, May 10, 1999). Thus far he has not recorded any
dazzling songs in English, with the exception of “I need to know,” a gritty and catchy
pop tune. Curiously, while Ricky Martin claimed that his early career “was about the
ballads,” suggesting that he reached maturity only when he started working with
“his” Latino music (as if it had been his own decision), Anthony seems to have taken
the opposite track. Once he became an English-language recording star, he started
producing substandard ballads by the minute. The main body of the record
comprises a collection of these forgettable love ballads, with the exception of “I need
to know,” “That’s OK,” and “She’s been good to me.”

Musically speaking, “tinge” shows two things. One thing is to invoke a “Latin”
invasion, another to really have a musical invasion in which the music and the market
are flooded not only with a different tradition but with the actual practitioners.
Second, the term “Latin music” is used in an imprecise manner, not to index the
music itself but to reference conservative notions of identity, as explored throughout
the article.

Many of the singles of the Latin boom were released simultaneously in English and
Spanish, such as Enrique Iglesias’ “Bailamos,” along with the hits by the Puerto Rican
artists mentioned in the first section. Indeed, all the singles promoted under the market
rubric of “Latino” during this period shared this peculiar characteristic. They were
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duplicate releases of the same recording session, with the only difference being language.
Listening to these tracks, one realizes what Latin “tinge” really meant in the context of
this signal year. “Tinge” meant that the albums included the curious double releases, not
that American music was suffused, transformed, affected or otherwise touched by the
musical practices loosely grouped around the term “Latin music.” 

Although the market promoted these stars on the basis of their ethnic difference, the
hit songs released bilingually lacked difference. The double releases were not cases of
translations, with a clear “original” crossing over to the other language. The Spanish
versions of the songs were intended purely to make money by selling to the Spanish-
language market, and the English originals sold as “Latin-tinged” pop music for the
mainstream audience, even if the “tinge” was very faint. 

Comparing the Spanish version of “I need to know” to its English original, it’s
apparent that it was recorded and included in the album for no other reason than to
make more money and to lend the album the “Latin feel” that it mostly lacks, except
for one or two tracks. The English version is quite sexual and the lyrics flow well into
each other. An electric violin suggesting attitude and swagger punctuates the refrain,
repeated over fifteen times by the end. The Spanish version, by contrast, sounds
totally deadened. “Si t  supieras que te quiero amar/que hasta el cielo te quiero llevar,” is
bland and clichéd, hardly as suggestive as the English, “I must admit that’s what I
want to hear/but it’s just talk until you take me there.” The artist’s phrasing is
completely different. In the English, the speaker’s attitude is a sexual dare to the
woman, with no romantic overtones. In Spanish, the saccharin lyrics are forced to
blend with a gritty, minimalist sound.

The point was to present the Latin American and Spanish artists included in this
marketing strategy as consumable “both ways,” and to create a standardized, generic,
and global “Latino culture” for sale to the U.S. and the world. For example, Enrique
Iglesias, the Spanish singer, “came out as Latin” during this year, and was marketed as
aggressively as Martin and Anthony, to the point of merging in the public eye with
Martin and Anthony as “Latin males,” paradoxically local and thus authentic even
though they were generic. Just as paradoxically, they transmitted the same authenticity
in two languages simultaneously.

Puerto Ricans in The Latin Explosion served as a template for this dual approach.
1999 provided a model for the more recent crossovers from Latin America, such as the
Colombian Shakira, and also reverse crossovers from English to Spanish, like the
American of Ecuadoran descent, Christina Aguilera. It remains to be seen whether
these artists will trump their productions as “local” by giving them nationalist
underpinnings.

Latin “tinge” might be described in this fashion: “tinge” happens with the repetition
of Spanish outside of the framework needed to establish any difference. What results is
not only sameness, but a particularly dreary sameness. The repetition that would lead
to difference would be a repetition within a framework that played on the foreignness
of Spanish, on its multiple existence, and also on the foreignness of particular kinds of
English as well, for example, Nuyorican English. The Latin Explosion was interested in
difference as representation, as identity. Like Gilles Deleuze observes in Difference and
repetition: “Difference is not and cannot be thought in itself, so long as it is subject to
the requirements of representation.”28

After the Explosion
The Latin invasion was primarily a media event, a product carefully tailored to fit the
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American market and to buttress American cultural supremacy globally, in the guise
of diversity and multiculturalism. It is evident that consumers do take pleasure in
these productions, and feel some degree of empowerment when they see more
Latino stars on TV and releasing CDs which relate, even if tangentially, to Latino
identities. I do not wish to deny this fact, or to require that Latino stars be proficient
musically and use language and identity in any fixed way. However, it’s imperative to
call attention to these “consumer ethnicities,”29 and move toward “mapping
latinidad”30 by refusing a simple acceptance of these fixed representations of Latino
difference in the music and entertainment industry. A critical approach to this
phenomenon might also lead to active work toward democratizing the industry and
making room for a variety of Latino expressions and talent.

As of this writing, Martin has released a second English-language record, Sound
loaded (2000). Anthony still hasn’t released a second English-language record. He did
release a new Spanish-language CD, Libre. Thus far, their media personalities have
remained faithful to the “pop latinidad” script outlined in 1999.

Ricky Martin: One night only s politics of cultural authenticity and its territorial
understanding of what it means to be “Puerto Rican” probably stemmed from earlier
developments in 1999, particularly during Martin’s previous TV appearances, in the first
months of his enormous crossover success. In the MTV music awards in September
1999, having won an award for “Livin’ la vida loca,” Martin thanked “pop music” and
claimed the Beatles and Michael Jackson as his predecessors. For the Billboard awards a
month or so later, Martin was clearly mindful of the fact that he had been criticized for
not thanking Puerto Rico when he won the Grammy Award in February 1999, and
because he had not made any mention of latinidad in the MTV awards. Suddenly, the
public saw Martin in a guayabera, and heard him as he concluded his acceptance speech
by saying: “Vieques, estoy contigo” [Vieques, I am with you].

For this viewer at least, Martin is more interesting when acknowledging his true musical
passions and vision, regardless of whether he has the musical talent of his idols. However,
it’s clear that Martin had to adjust to the criticism because his success in the U.S. and also
global markets is closely linked to his being a representative of the new latinidad. 

In his live HBO special, Marc Anthony often repeated the phrase, “Y’all know
what I mean.” This can be read as Anthony claiming his nativity by addressing
himself to a group “in the know,” as in a code. One could also interpret Anthony as
inserting himself in the lineage of Puerto Rico’s Rafael Hernández, who migrated to
New York in the 1930s and is the most prolific figure of Puerto Rican, and perhaps
Latin American, music in the twentieth century. Nevertheless, one cannot fail to
notice that Ricky Martin became a pop star in 1999 by representing a Puerto
Ricanness that, while traveling globally, is hardly reminiscent of any lived practice
today, while Marc Anthony, a member of the Puerto Rican diaspora, in contrast, was
encased in discrete and pre-existing market categories, essentially recording as two
identities conservatively linked to language and appearing as culturally ambivalent.
One cannot be blind to how constructed “Puerto Ricanness” was in Martin’s case,
and how Anthony’s claiming of Rafael Hernández coincided so neatly with Banco
Popular’s project of reviving figures from the Puerto Rican musical past—figures that
belonged, one might add, to a golden age of recording where Puerto Rican artists
were known transnationally across Latin America, but hardly had access to the
privileges of today’s recording stars.

Perhaps Puerto Ricanness was an available script for the process that made these
artists over, transforming them into images promoting globalized, but not
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progressive understandings of latinidad. Possibly, since 1999 was an experiment whose
outcome (in terms of profit) was unknown at the time, cultural scripts stayed close to
Latin American-centered narratives of identity, in case the artists and their
promoters needed to fall back again on the more secure Spanish-language market
personalities. Surely, the people who put up the investment to make these careers
required some kind of insurance should The Latin Explosion go bust, and the double
approach suited the need to remain flexible and adjust to the niches that worked.

Instead of infusing their personalities and works with the creativity and invention
found in many forms of Puerto Rican bilingualism, including Spanglish, the artists’ use
of bilingualism and biculturalism continues to be dictated by market concerns.
National understandings of identity around group, language, and territorial lines still
hold, and determine what gets marketed as “local” and “flavorful.” This pop latinidad
doesn’t have much to do with the everyday practices of the U.S. Latinos, which it
constantly references and also presumes to export around the globe. In terms of
music, it’s clear that a market monopolized by two or three celebrity stars, who
constantly promote themselves on the basis of representativity, will choke off
opportunities for diverse Latino musical expressions, many of them local, as well as
others that do not advance along strict national identity lines and may conceive of
themselves as transnational. 

The Latin Grammies are an example of how the market uses identity categories to
its benefit only, and not in the cultural citizenship sense advocated as an avenue
toward broader institutional inclusion. In their debut year of 2000, the Grammies
were only awarded to songs recorded in Spanish or Portuguese, thus effectively
excluding wide segments of Latino music and reinforcing global marketing categories.
The broadcast pandered to an ideal pan-latinidad built on spurious philological bases,
denying the multilingual realities of almost all of the so-called “Spanish-speaking”
countries of Latin America, even of Spain. The show itself, however, was bilingual, and
for the first time in primetime, network broadcast history, many commercials were
entirely in Spanish. Bilingualism in this broadcast served merely to make viable the
sale of goods and products to niche markets in the United States.

Postscript: Jennifer
Ricky Martin and Marc Anthony appeared with a dozen other Puerto Rican male stars
from the entertainment and sports world in a full-page ad in The New York Times, April
26, 2001, as an open letter to President Bush to end the U.S. Navy’s presence in Vieques:
“President Bush, we ask you to stop the bombing of Vieques now.” Strikingly, of the
dozen or so artists and sports celebrities pictured, not a single one was a woman. 

Just as when Martin referred to the local struggle of the people of Vieques, to
make amends for his “neglect” of Puerto Rico, in this ad Puerto Rican male
celebrities participated in the struggle’s nationalization in Puerto Rico, where it has
come to signify (sometimes absurdly) a renascence of puertorrique idad. This conflict
has been recirculated as neonationalist and consensual, even though in its inception,
arguably, Vieques represented a truly local struggle that owed little to any
nationalist program or politician.31

I am not certain why Jennifer Lopez and other female personalities were excluded
from The New York Times ad. Their absence was certainly striking. Were they not
interested, for either personal beliefs or market reasons? Were they not asked to
subscribe to the petition? Was it a deliberately masculine staging?

It would be interesting to hear more about this topic. Recently Jennifer Lopez has
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been defining herself mostly as a music star and as a fashion designer, and less as a
blockbuster movie star (although, of course, she has not abandoned her acting
career). Coincidentally, she has emphasized Puerto Rican symbology and especially
the flag in her promotion of her fashion line, J.Lo. When launching this fashion
venture, she, along with other models, often wore a cut-off t-shirt with a sequined
Puerto Rican flag. 

This emphasis was also apparent in the December 2001, primetime broadcast of
her edited November 2001 concert in San Juan, Puerto Rico. At show’s end, Lopez
presented a number apparently designed with the authenticity and language stumps
in mind. Lopez and her crew appeared dressed in costumes resembling updated
versions of traditional bomba dress, and Lopez sang about her love for Puerto Rico to
the (somewhat shaky) tune of the plena. The rendition was fairly stereotypical, and
one wondered what had been the intended affective outcome. The music was not
only poorly performed, but seemed out of sync with the current cultural practices of
Puerto Ricans in Puerto Rico or the United States, especially the youth who
comprise most of her following. 

To end the special with a hurried appeal to language and cultural nationalism
seemed like a throwback. Ostensibly, Lopez was paying homage to “traditional”
Puerto Rico, and asserting her roots. While tradition obviously has a place, indeed a
paramount place in music, when presented superficially it mobilizes crude cultural-
nationalist assumptions as shorthand for national belonging—which in turn
becomes not much more than a call to consume culture as the privileged symbolic
capital in globalization.

i 
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